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Supported by grants from the National Science Foundation to USC, UCLA & the College of Exploration for
COSEE-West

COSEE-West & the COSEE-West Colorado Collaborative
present a free workshop via videoconferencing technology

Arctic Sea Ice: an Introduction
on Saturday, April 10, 2010

7:30 A.M. – 11:00 A.M.
WE WILL START PROMPTLY AT 8:00 AM

at the University of Southern California
in the Wrigley Institute for Environmental Studies offices

Alan Hancock Foundation Building (AHF), Room 410 (4th floor)
3616 Trousdale Parkway, Los Angeles, CA 90089

featuring:
"Environmental Impacts of a Shrinking Arctic Sea Ice Cover"

by guest speaker Dr. Mark Serreze,
Director of the National Snow and Ice Data Center, University of Colorado

and
hands-on classroom activities

Arctic sea ice extent at the end of the summer melt season has declined sharply over the period of satellite
observations and is projected to disappear entirely as concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases
continue to rise. While the factors forcing this trend have and will continue to be widely studied, less
attention has been paid to the environmental impacts of current and future sea ice loss. Ice loss is already
promoting increased wave action and coastal erosion and is resulting in strong rises in atmospheric
temperature during autumn, not just at and near the surface, but extending through a considerable depth of
the atmosphere. Through atmospheric transports, this strong warming, known as Arctic amplification, is
starting to extend well beyond areas of ice loss, and will eventually influence Arctic land areas, glaciers,
ice caps and the Greenland ice sheet. Though altering temperature patterns, continued loss of the ice cover
is in turn likely to impact on patterns of atmospheric circulation and precipitation not just within the
Arctic, but into middle latitudes. http://nsidc.org/about/expertise/director.html

A NOTE ABOUT VIDEOCONFERENCING: The lecture will be broadcast from Colorado to USC’s Wrigley
offices via videoconferencing technology. Videoconferencing is like a phone call with video, so you will not be able
to watch this presentation from home. While at USC, you will be able to hear the guest speaker and ask questions
about his presentation. You will be guided through activities by instructors in Colorado and you will also be able to
ask questions of them.

There is no charge for this workshop. Although this is part one of a three part course, this is a stand alone event
and teachers are welcome to attend just for today. Professional Development hours may be documented.

Map & Driving Directions: A Google map of USC campus can be found here:
http://tiny.cc/USCmap. The red marker is next to the Alan Hancock Foundation Building.
Driving directions to USC campus can be found on their website here:
http://www.usc.edu/about/visit/upc/driving_directions/

Space is limited! To register, contact the UCLA COSEE-West office:
email: cosee.west@gmail.com tel: 310-206-8247

For information about our programs for teachers and informal educators, please visit the COSEE-West
website: http://www.usc.edu/org/cosee-west/


